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Designing for Television: Aspect ratio
Colours
Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and
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The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing
1.
Introduction
for Television: Aspect ratio
When
designing for the BBC interactive television there are a few things that are
Colours
worth
keeping
in mind:
Television
screens
have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and
a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
saturation
display.
achievecurrently
parity ininclude
terms of
colour
intensity, images should
BBC
Interactive
TVTo
services
two
key areas:
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
• Enhanced
Programmes
(e-TV)
screen. ‘Hot’
reds and
oranges cause
particularly bad distortion and pure white
BBCi, (24/7)
and black•should
always be avoided.
The BBC’s interactive TV services are available across all BBC channels - for free.

The strongest white used for television
display
should
95%be easy to use for the
The
audience
of ourhave
servicesa isvalue
diverse.ofAllaround
services should
or 240/240/240
RGB toterms.
audience,
from the younginthrough
the elderly. One in 30 of our audience has a

Enhanced television - Spooks

visual impairment. When creating graphics, large clear fonts should be used, and

The darkest
should
a the background. As a general
colours
that showblack
a good used
contrast
betweenhave
text and
valueallof
or 16/16/16
RGB
guide
our5%
services
should be clean,inclear
andterms.
consistent to cater for all our
audiences.
Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for Television: Aspect ratio
Colours

2 Television design

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and
a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should

Colours

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

A basic introduction

a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should

be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television

be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white

and black should always be avoided.

and black should always be avoided.

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.

The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for television:
Television: Safe
Aspect
margins
ratio
Television
Colourssets have a central, visible screen area. Around the outside, surrounding
edge
of this
area there
extra
volume
of screen
which varies
in
Television
screens
haveisa an
more
limited
overall
gamutspace
than computer
monitors
and
dimension
according
to
the
set
manufacturer’s
speciﬁcations.
Graphics
and
text
a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
placed
in this
‘unsafe’
can parity
fail to in
display.
BBC employs
universal
safe
saturation
display.
To area
achieve
termsThe
of colour
intensity,two
images
should
margins
guarantee
that all content
visible.from the computer to the television
be tonedtodown
and desaturated
whenis taken
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white

Picture
Safe always be avoided.
and black should

Deﬁnes the largest region of screen that viewers are likely to see.
However,
because screens
considerably,
background graphics (those that do
The strongest
whitevary
used
for television
not
hold vital
information)
continue
the edge of
the screen.
display
should
havemay
a value
oftoaround
95%

or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
Text Safe
The darkest
blackofused
should
a
Deﬁnes
the boundaries
the area
in whichhave
vital information
such as logos and
value
5% orThese
16/16/16
in RGB
terms.
text
canof
be placed.
speciﬁcations
are based
on the PAL (Phase Alternative
Line) Standard Screen Size.

4:3 Text Safe
4:3 Picture Safe
14:9 Safe
16:9 Safe

Strong
colour
changes
along television
scan
lines causemust
a variety
of distortions
As
a BBC
technical
requirement,
all BBC
programmes
be either
16:9
collectively known
as ‘bleed’
or ‘chroma
crawl’.
The FHA
contrast
one strong
widescreen.
Widescreen
programmes
must
be 16:9
(full between
height/anamorphic)
colour
shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
(ex.
ref. and
BBC another
technicalneighbouring
standards document.).
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for television:
Television: Pixel
Aspect
size
ratio
Digital
images are made up of grids of coloured blocks or “pixels”
Colours
(a
contraction
of the
words
“picture”
“elements”).
These
units are
the and
Television
screens
have
a more
limitedand
overall
gamut than
computer
monitors
smallest
individual
elements
theresults
image.a much higher contrast and
a much higher
gamma
value.of
This
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
Computer
monitors
use pixels that
are taken
square;
on the
a television
screen
they
are
be toned down
and desaturated
when
from
computer
to the
television
slightly
roughly
1.067
times
as wide asbad
they
are tall. Consequently,
screen. rectangular,
‘Hot’ reds and
oranges
cause
particularly
distortion
and pure whiteimages
that have
thealways
same number
of pixels across their width and height will
and black
should
be avoided.

Computer
Pixel

Television
Pixel

x

x

1.0667x

appear slightly stretched horizontally on a television screen, when compared to
their
on a computer
Thetelevision
effect is most obvious when observing
Thedisplay
strongest
white monitor.
used for
regular
geometric
as circles,
which would
appear on television as
display
shouldelements
have asuch
value
of around
95%
ellipses
if translated directly
from a terms.
computer screen.
or 240/240/240
in RGB

Computers generate square pixels so you need
more of them in a TV Line.

To
getdarkest
around thisblack
disparity,
all images
destined
for atelevision but initially created
The
used
should
have
on
a computer
be saved out at
pixels
wide by 576 pixels high. Then,
value
of 5%should
or 16/16/16
in768
RGB
terms.
the image is reduced horizontally to 720 pixels in width. When broadcast on
television, the wider pixels of the TV screen will ‘stretch’ the design back to the
correct
proportions.
Strong colour
changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for Television: Display
Aspect ratio
Television
Coloursscreens are designed to display moving images and cause a variety of
problems
still graphics
and photographs.
therecomputer
are fundamental
Television for
screens
have a more
limited overallBecause
gamut than
monitors and
differences
between
television
and
computer
screen
displays,
it
is
important
to
a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
constantly
test PC or
onofa variety
of TV screens.
saturation display.
To Mac-generated
achieve parity inwork
terms
colour intensity,
images should
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television

Flicker
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white

The
imageshould
on a television
is composed of interlaced odd and even scan
and black
always bescreen
avoided.
lines, which alternate at a rate of 50 times per second. Any single pixel (or line of
pixels)
falling onto a white
single scan
line will
A similar, distorted effect occurs
The strongest
used
forﬂicker.
television
when
thin should
lines in text
characters
and single
pixels in dithered
display
have
a value
of around
95% photographs appear
on
Because the overall
resolution
of a television screen is lower than that
orscreen.
240/240/240
in RGB
terms.
of a computer monitor, even the sharpest images will appear fuzzy in comparison.
Different
set top boxes
further
exaggerate
negative
The darkest
blackcanused
should
have
a effects.

value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.
Bloom

Flicker

Each scan line is made up of an analogue signal, which controls changes in colour
Strong
colour
changes
along television
scanlines
variety of distortions
and
value
across
the screen.
Strong contrasts
in cause
hue ora luminance
along these
collectively
known
as ‘bleed’
or ‘chroma
crawl’.ofThe
contrast
between
one strong
lines
can cause
distortion,
throwing
the display
vertical
edges
out of alignment.
colour
and another
neighbouring
shade
cause
overlapping
stripslines.
to appear,
The
resulting
“bloom”
causes curves
or can
waves
to appear
in vertical
To avoid
or create
a double-exposure
effect.strong
Withchanges
irregularinshapes
this
problem,
designers should‘ghosting’
avoid making
coloursuch
alongas text
characters,
chroma
cancolours
cause ‘ﬂares’
or glowing edges
edges can
around
bright
vertical
edges.
Text crawl
in strong
near rectangular
cause
especially
objects.
Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
bad
distortion.

Bloom
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Designing for Television: Display
Aspect ratio
Coloursdisplay on television
Colour
Television
Use
of colour
screens
has to
have
be aconsidered
more limited
carefully.
overallTelevision
gamut than
screens
computer
havemonitors
a more and
a much overall
limited
higher gamma
gamut than
value.
computer
This results
monitors
a much
and
higher
a much
contrast
higherand
gamma value.
saturation
This
resultsdisplay.
in muchTohigher
achieve
contrast
parityand
in terms
saturation
of colour
levelsintensity,
during display.
images To
should
achieve
be toned
parity
in terms
downofand
colour
desaturated
intensity,when
images
taken
should
frombethe
toned
computer
down to
andthe
desaturated
television
screen.taken
when
‘Hot’from
redsthe
andcomputer
oranges cause
to theparticularly
television screen.
bad distortion
‘Hot’ reds
andand
pure
oranges
white
and black
cause
particularly
should always
bad distortion
be avoided.
and pure white and black should always be
avoided. The strongest white used for television display should hold a value of

The strongest
around
95%, or 240/240/240
white used
in RGB
for
terms.
television
The darkest black conventionally
display
used
should
should
hold a value
have
of a
5%,
value
or 16/16/16
of around
in RGB 95%
terms.
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
Moiré
The
darkest
black
used
should
havedither
a to images that are
Single pixels
can cause
ﬂicker,
therefore
applying
value
ofto5%
or colour
16/16/16
in RGB
terms.
converted
limited
index tables
(such as
8-bit GIF or PNG ﬁles) should

Colour display

be avoided. The designer should refrain from using intricate patterns on screen,
as this will cause a ‘Moiré’ distortion. This ‘shimmering tartan’ effect is a common
Strong
colour
changes
along
television
scanlines
a variety
distortions
problem
and occurs
when
regular
patterns
such cause
as grids
or dotsofare
rotated away
collectively
known
as ‘bleed’
‘chroma
crawl’.
Theof
contrast
between one
strong
from the true
vertical.
Large, or
clearly
deﬁned
regions
cool desaturated
colours
colour
another
neighbouring
shade can
causeare
overlapping
strips
to appear,
tend toand
work
best on
television screens.
Curves
less liable to
distort
than
or
createlines
a double-exposure
‘ghosting’diminishes
effect. With
such as text
straight
and as a rule, movement
the irregular
impact ofshapes
all television
characters,
chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
display problems.
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for Television: Widescreen
Aspect ratio
Colours
What
is widescreen
For
historical
reasons
television
has settled
withgamut
the 4:3
format
(1.33:1),
the and
Television
screens
have
a more limited
overall
than
computer
monitors
word
is used
to This
describe
a picture
is wider
thanand
the norm.
a much'widescreen'
higher gamma
value.
results
a muchthat
higher
contrast
Hence
anydisplay.
image that
a higher
Aspect
Ratio
the norm
(1.33:1)
saturation
To has
achieve
parity
in terms
of (AR)
colourthan
intensity,
images
should
could be described as widescreen. The broadcast industry have decided that
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
their deﬁnition of ‘widescreen’ is an AR of 1.78:1 (16:9).
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black should always be avoided.
It is important to remember that this is all the word ‘widescreen’ means.
Digital, HDTV, DTT and numerous other bits of broadcast jargon do not
The
strongest
used forimages.
television
necessarily
imply thewhite
use of widescreen
The BBC is committed to
display
haveanda important
value ofpart
around
95%service proposition.
widescreenshould
as an integral
of our digital

or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.

Even Widescreen hasn’t escaped from our desire to create our own terminology,
here
some words
andused
phrasesshould
you may have
hear: a
Theare
darkest
black

value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.
Tall and thin - 16:9 material shown on a 4:3 television.

Short and fat ( or wide) - 4:3 material shown on a 16:9 television.
Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

16:9

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
Black bits - top & bottom - 16:9 letterboxed on a 4:3 television.
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
Full Height Anamorphic - Anamorphosis - 17271. Transformation, to change 2.
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
A distorted projection or drawing of anything which, when viewed from a
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
particular point or by reﬂection from a suitable mirror, appears regular and
properly proportioned; a deformation.
4:3
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Designing for television:
Television: Widescreen
Aspect ratio
Colours
Tall
and thin

Short and fat (or wide)

16:9
material
shown
on aa more
4:3 television
4:3 material shown on a 16:9 television
Television
screens
have
limited overall gamut than computer monitors and
a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black should always be avoided.

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong
changes
along television
cause a variety of distortions 4:3 transmited(tx) on to a widescreen television (Pillarbox).
This
is acolour
16:9 DLB
transmitted
(tx) ontoscanlines
a conventional
analogue
setknown
.
collectively
as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for television:
Television: Widescreen
Aspect ratio
Colours
Black
bits - top & bottom

Black bits - left & right

16:9
material
displayed
a 4:3limited
television
4:3 material displayed on a 16:9 television
Television
screens
have on
a more
overall gamut than computer monitors and
a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black should always be avoided.

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong
changes
along
television scanlines
cause
variety
of distortions
This
is acolour
16:9 DLB
tx onto
a conventional
analogue
setawe
lose 25
%
4:3 tx on to a widescreen television - Pillarbox
of
tv lines - known
Letterbox
collectively
as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for television:
Television: Producing
Aspect ratio
graphics for widescreen
Although
Coloursan increasing number of the viewing population now own a widescreen
television,
there arehave
twoamain
ensure
graphics
display
correctly
Television screens
moreconsiderations
limited overallto
gamut
than
computer
monitors
and
when viewing widescreen content on a 4:3 television. First, the left and right edges
a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
of the screen will not be visible on any set where the image is cropped to 4:3
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
(Centre Cut-Out).
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
screen.
‘Hot’should
reds and
orangesas
cause
particularly
bad distortion
and only
pure contain
white
These areas
be treated
additional
safe margins
and should
and
black should
always be
avoided.
background
information.
Text,
colour keys, navigation and all other essential
graphical elements must be kept in the 4:3 safe area.

Second, the entire application may be shrunk 25% to ﬁt within a letterbox format
on a 4:3 set. In this case, any text in the video must be large enough to stay legible
at a smaller size. therefore the font size used should be no less than 27 pt when
designing for widescreen video streams, to allow for this potential size reduction.
Although a television image is always technically 720 pixels wide, 1024 by 576
pixels is optically correct on a computer monitor for 16:9, in the same way that
768 by 576 is optically correct for 4:3

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can
‘ﬂares’ cut-out
or glowing edges around bright
768cause
pixel centre
objects. Because these effects
thepixels
horizontal scanlines of the
Totaloccur
widthacross
of 1024
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Designing for television:
Television: Producing
Aspect ratio
graphics for widescreen
Colours
Centre
Cut-Out
4:3 limited overall gamut than computer monitors and
Television screens
have in
a more

Letterboxed 4:3

a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black should always be avoided.

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for television:
Television: Producing
Aspect ratio
graphics for widescreen
Colours
Captions should:

Colours

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

a muchbehigher
value.
much higher
contrast
on thegamma
caption
- safeThis
partresults
of thea screen:
16:9 full
heightand
anamorphic programmesa much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
should
have
14:9
safe
caption.
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
on screen
longoranges
enoughcause
to read
them to yourself
three times
overwhite
as a guide.
screen.be‘Hot’
reds and
particularly
bad distortion
and pure

be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white

and black should always be avoided.
and black should always be avoided.
be relevant: if the programme is repeated, are the phone numbers, etc. still valid?

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
Captions
should not:
or 240/240/240
in RGB terms.

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.

withblack
digital used
on-screen
graphics
(DOGs)
The overlap
darkest
should
have
a or interactive features.
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

blend with the picture, which makes them hard to read
Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the

have small lettering, such as teletext characters (there are 40 of them across the screen)
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Designing for television:
Television: Text
Aspect ratio
Text
poses difﬁcult challenges on television screens, as viewers are not
Colours
accustomed
to reading
blocks
of overall
text ongamut
screenthan
and computer
because the
display and
Television screens
have static
a more
limited
monitors
a muchof
higher
gammaon
value.
This results
quality
still images
television
is poor.a much higher contrast and
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
be
toned
down and
desaturated
when
taken from
the computer
to the
television
BBC
interactive
television
services
use Tiresias,
a typeface
speciﬁcally
developed
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
for television in conjunction with the RNIB, and adopted as a standard by the
and black should always be avoided.
UK Digital Television Group as the resident font for interactive television. This
alphabet displays well at small sizes, and functions when stretched or squashed

The strongest white used for television
by
televisions
attempting
4:3 or 16:9
ratios. Careful attention
display
should
haveto acompensate
value offoraround
95%
has
been paid to character
shapes,
to make similar letters distinctive (such as
or also
240/240/240
in RGB
terms.
upper case L, lower case l and the number 1) and to help with the characters most

Tiresias 36
Tiresias 24
Tiresias 18
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789.,;:?!@£$%&(*)[+]

The darkest
black
commonly
misread
by theused
visuallyshould
impaired have
(such asa 6, 8 and 9).
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

Due to technical differences, Tiresias Screenfont displays
inconsistently on each platform. Ensure the font used is compatible
with fonts used in BBC interactive services, as it may vary
depending on the browser used.

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for television:
Television: Text
Aspect ratio
Coloursrules can improve legibility on screen:
Several

Colours

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

This have
blocka more
of text
contains
roughly
Television screens
limited
overall gamut
than the
computer monitors and

a much
higher
This results
a muchthan
higher
contrast and
Body
textgamma
should value.
not generally
be smaller
24 point

maximum
number
words
(90)
that
mostand
a much higher
gamma value.
This of
results
a much
higher
contrast

saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
No text
should
ever be smaller
than
18 point
in any
circumstances
be toned
down
and desaturated
when
taken
from the
computer
to the television

a text block
exceeds to the television
be toned screen.
down andIfdesaturated
when significantly
taken from the computer

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
Light should
text onalways
a darkbe
background
and black
avoided. is slightly easier to read on screen
Text on screen needs looser leading (greater line spacing) than in print

The strongest white used for television
display
should have a value of around 95%
When technically possible, tracking should be increased by up to 30%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
A full screen of text should contain a rough maximum of 90 words

The darkest black used should have a
Text
be broken
into smallinchunks
can be read almost
value
ofshould
5% or
16/16/16
RGBthat
terms.

instantly

viewers
comfortably
one television
saturation
display.can
To achieve
parity in read
terms on
of colour
intensity, images should

thisreds
amount,
viewers
find itbad
exhausting
screen. ‘Hot’
and oranges
causewill
particularly
distortion and pure white
irritating.
and blackand
should
always be When
avoided.accompanied

by motion
video in full or quarter screen, text should be
cut to approximately
length to avoid
The strongest
white usedhalf
for this
television
distracting
the viewer
from95%
the video
display
should have
a valuetooofmuch
around
content. On the
other terms.
hand, as viewers choose
or 240/240/240
in RGB
to delve deeper into interactive services, and
select stories, their tolerance for greater
The darkest black used should have a
amounts of text can go up.

value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Gill Sans 18

Designing for television:
Television: Text
Aspect ratio
A
variety of circumstances still call for the use of typefaces other than Tiresias
Colours
in
interactive
applications.
Television
screens
have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and
a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
Gill
Sans is display.
the BBCTo
corporate
typeface
and isof
used
for on-screen
titles and
saturation
achieve parity
in terms
colour
intensity, images
should
publicity.
interactive
services itwhen
is usedtaken
for navigational
promptstoand
a brand
be toned In
down
and desaturated
from the computer
theastelevision
property.
When
clear,cause
simple
presentation
key (no blur
or
screen. ‘Hot’
redsusing
and Gill,
oranges
particularly
badisdistortion
and effects
pure white
drop
shadows).
and black
should always be avoided.
All
usestrongest
of Gill shouldwhite
be considered
branding
exercise and reinforce BBC
The
used afor
television
presentation
guidelines.
display should
have

a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789.,;:?!@£$%&(*)[+]

Gill Sans Bold 36
Gill Sans Bold 24
Gill Sans Bold 18

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789.,;:?!@£$%&(*)[+]

In cases where neither Gill nor Tiresias is available, fonts must be used with care.
Very
weightsblack
or fontsused
with very
narrowhave
and broad
Thelight
darkest
should
a strokes should be avoided.

value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.
The following rules apply to type in Gill or other faces:
Minimum
text sizes
still apply
to graphical
24apoint
should
be the
Strong
colour changes
along
television
scanlinestext.
cause
variety
of distortions
generalknown
standard;
18 point
absolute
minimum
collectively
as ‘bleed’
or the
‘chroma
crawl’.
The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
No more
than two typefaces
should
ever With
be used
at once
on screen.
or create
a double-exposure
‘ghosting’
effect.
irregular
shapes
such as text

Serif fonts and and light weight fonts should be avoided as they will not
display well on television.

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
GillBecause
can be combined
effectively
with a the
body
text facescanlines
such as Tiresias
objects.
these effects
occur across
horizontal
of the
for titles, headings and navigational elements
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Designing for Television: Aspect ratio
Colours

3 Interactive
television design
Colours

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and

a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and

saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should

saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should

be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television

be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black should always be avoided.

A basic introduction

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black should always be avoided.

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.

The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Audiences
Interactive
ColoursTV (iTV) is the umbrella term for everything digital that viewers can
navigate
TV. limited
The best
way to
understand
interactive
TV is for
Televisionthrough
screensfrom
havetheir
a more
overall
gamut
than computer
monitors
and
a much
higher gamma
This
results
a much
higher
contrast
and
you
to become
a user value.
yourself.
You
won’t
be alone:
80%
of digital
viewers have
saturation
To achieve
parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
pressed
reddisplay.
(c24 million
people).
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
screen.
‘Hot’
redsofand
oranges televison
cause particularly
bad distortion
and purewas
white
In
the early
days
interactive
our knowledge
of the audience
and black
should
always
be avoided.
limited.
We
may have
thought
our main audience would be a male aged between
25-35 and sports focused. However in the last few years we have focussed on

The strongest
white used
fordeveloped
television
collecting
audience feedback
and have
a greater understanding of
displayneeds
should
have a value
audience
and preferences.

of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Audiences
Colours
What
have we learned about the Enhanced TV audience;
Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and
a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
Who
•saturation
Interactive
display.
is usedTobyachieve
all...butparity
tendsintoterms
superofserve
colour
theintensity,
dominant
images
TV audience
should
•beInteractive
toned down
programmes
and desaturated
are popular...
when taken from the computer to the television
screen.- ‘Hot’
9 million
redsviewers
and oranges
interacted
causewith
particularly
Olympics
bad
2004
distortion
in DSatand
homes
pure white
and blackalone
should
(BARB)
always be avoided.

E-TV Olympics 2004

- Over 4 million watch Wimbledon interactive each year in DSat homes

The strongest
alone (BARB)
white used for television
display
- 1 million
should
press
have
red to
a play
value
Testof
thearound
Nation (TNS)
95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
When
•The
People
darkest
will interact
black
at any
used
time should
of day buthave
generally
a on or after transmission
•value
Viewers
of watched
5% orFame
16/16/16
Academy interactive
in RGB terms.
for an average of 1.5 hours
a day (BARB)

E-TV - Spooks

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
Why
•collectively
it adds value
known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
-colour
More and
thananother
60% who
neighbouring
press red say
shade
it makes
can cause
the programme
overlappingmore
stripsenjoyable
to appear,
or create
(Quest
Panel)
a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
-characters,
80% who press
chroma
redcrawl
say itcan
makes
cause
the‘ﬂares’
BBC seem
or glowing
more edges
modern
around
(Quest
bright
Panel)
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
E-TV - Glastonbury
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Audiences
Coloursdo viewers interact?
When
Users
enter
sport applications
throughout
a match
and notmonitors and
Television
screens
have a moreconstantly
limited overall
gamut than
computer
necessarily
at key
junctions
Half-time
a much higher
gamma
value.Eg.
This
results a much higher contrast and
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
Factual & Learning (F&L) viewers appear to prefer interacting once the main linear
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
show has ended. Viewers interacted throughout Chelsea but usage increased
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
signiﬁcantly post programme.
and black should always be avoided.

E-TV - Dinosaurs

We know that most people use iTV services during or immediately after the
The
white
for television
relatedstrongest
TV programme
even used
if it is available
at other times.

display should have a value of around 95%
Why
is the viewerinmotivated
to interact?
or 240/240/240
RGB terms.
Presenter call to action gives best results:

black
used
should
have
•The
Testdarkest
The Nation
- 800,000
accessed
IQ Test
on aDsat after clear and
value
repeated
of 5%
on screen
or 16/16/16
instructions from
in RGB
the presenter.
terms.
• Chelsea Flower Show multistream service attracted 500,000 viewers due to
presenter promotion
Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

E-TV - Sound of music

Why
Not?
collectively
known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
•colour
Notand
aware
of theneighbouring
beneﬁts
another
shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
•or create
Don’t know
how
to
a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
• Tried it before and had a bad experience
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
• Perception that it costs money
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
E-TV - Sleep
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Audiences
Colours
BBCi
24/7 Audiences:
Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and
a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
Users
saturation
BBCi
is used
display.
by all. To
More
achieve
likelyparity
to be in
less
terms
afﬂuent
of colour
25-44 intensity,
yr olds (DSat).
images should
be toned down
Generally
a solitary
and pursuit
desaturated
but can
when
be shared.
taken from the computer to the television
screen.
Platform
‘Hot’
usage
reds
difference:
and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
•and Sky:
blackbroad
should always be avoided.
•

Freeview: males can revert to Ceefax and females are impressed

BBCi - News multiscreen

•The
Cable:
strongest
sporadic white
usage and
used
most for
discontented
television

display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
Motivation
•

Quick and easy satisfaction of an information need

The
• Convenience,
darkest black
Control,
used
Laziness,
should
Rejection
have
of a
internet (not per se but in
value
certain
of 5%
instances
or 16/16/16
i.e. Internet can
inrepresent
RGB terms.
work / take too long)
•

Paying for it anyway

BBCi - Weather service

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
Barriers
•collectively
Lack of known
awareness:
as ‘bleed’
Current
or ‘chroma
marketing
crawl’.
campaign,
The contrast
discovered
between
not sought-out
one strong
•colour
Confused
and another
Access:
neighbouring
Multiple access
shadepoints,
can cause
shared
overlapping
ownershipstrips
of the
to red
appear,
button
or create
Several
a double-exposure
points of access across
‘ghosting’
broadcasters
effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
Fear
•

Cost of pressing red

•

Nerves about crashing boxes, getting lost and breaking TVs abound
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Platforms
Colours providers
Platform
Television
As
a Publicscreens
broadcaster
have athe
more
BBClimited
is obliged
overall
to serve
gamutthe
than
audience
computer
on technology
monitors and
a much
that
is available
higher gamma
on the value.
market.
This
Forresults
the BBC
a much
this means
higher building
contrastour
andservices on 3
saturationplaforms.
different
display. The
To achieve
platforms
parity
weinserve
terms
areofallcolour
incompatible
intensity,with
images
eachshould
other
be toned
and
they all
down
haveand
different
desaturated
bandwith
when
requirements.
taken from the computer to the television
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black should always be avoided.
Reach:
Digital Satelite - DSat (Sky)

The strongest
white
used for
Digital
Terrestrial - DTT
(Freeview)

7.4 M

television4.0M
display
should
a Telewest)
value of around 95%
Digital
Cable
- DCabhave
(NTL +
2.5M
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Platforms
ColoursSatellite [Sky Digital]
Digital

Palette: The Digital Satellite platform does not have a customised palette, but

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

colours indexed from 1-16 are reserved for Sky’s operating system. Any graphics

a much higher
Platform
operated
gamma
by: value.British
This results
Sky Broadcasting
a much higher contrast and

used in an individual application CANNOT be mapped to these index

saturation
Set
top boxdisplay.
technology:
To achieve
Open
parity
TV in terms of colour intensity, images should

positions.

be toned down and desaturated
Bandwidth:
Very high
whenpotential
taken from
to those
the computer
who can afford
to the television
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges
satellite
cause
space
particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black
Return
Path:
should always be 28.8
avoided.
modem in the STB uses normal phone line
Coverage:

Digital Satellite ﬁle format: BMP

UK wide

The strongest
Channel
association:whiteYes,
used
via trigger
for television
track (red key convention)
displaycapability;
Storage
should

have Yes,
a value
but willof
be around
deleted after
95%
4 days
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
Colour restrictions: Video layer uses millions of colours (can be used for still

The darkest
MPEG
I-frames asblack
well), OSD
used
layer
should
can display
have
anyaone 8-bit (256 colour) palette
value
at
a time,ofusing
5%Bitmap
or 16/16/16
(BMP) format.inEvery
RGB
palette
terms.
can have two transparency
settings (normally100% and 0%)
Strongrestrictions:
Video
colour changes
Multistreaming
along television
is possible
scanlines
withcause
enough
a variety
bandwidth.
of distortions
Images on
collectively
the
video layer
known
mustasconform
‘bleed’ or
to‘chroma
multiplescrawl’.
of 16 The
pixelscontrast
in widthbetween
and 32 pixels
one strong
in
colour and
height.
The another
upper left
neighbouring
corner of allshade
images
canon
cause
the video
overlapping
layer must
stripsbetoon
appear,
this grid
or well.
as
create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects.restrictions:
Audio
Because these
Open
effects
TV applications
occur across
can
the
play
horizontal
MPEG audio,
scanlines
On-line
of the
audio
(G.729 format) and user feedback tones from the box.
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Platforms
ColoursTerrestrial [Freeview]
Digital

Palette: Every application displayed on the Digital Terrestrial platform must use the

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

same palette. Unfortunately, the colours in the palette are not TV safe and this can

a much higher
Platform
operated
gamma
by: value.Freeview
This results a much higher contrast and

cause distortion. Each shade tends to vary enormously between different set-top

saturation
Set
top boxdisplay.
technology:
To achieve
MHEG-5
parity in terms of colour intensity, images should

boxes and integrated sets. Testing is essential.

be toned down and desaturated
Bandwidth:
Low when taken from the computer to the television
screen. Path:
Return
‘Hot’ reds and oranges
STB cause
uses 24
particularly
modem and
badphone
distortion
line, and
but there
pure white
is no

Digital terrestrial ﬁle format: PNG

and black should always be access
avoided.
to the modem from applications.
Coverage:

UK wide, distinguishes between regions

The strongest
Channel
association:whiteYes
used

for television
displaycapability;
Storage
should have No
a value
(PVR) of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
Colour restrictions: Video layer uses millions of colours (can be used for still

The darkest
MPEG
I-frames asblack
well), OSD
used
layer
should
can display
have
colours
a from one set palette, using
value of
Portable
Network
5% orGraphic
16/16/16
(PNG) format.
in RGB
Transparency
terms. is available at a set
70% opacity.
Strongrestrictions:
Video
colour changes
Multialong
streaming
television
is practically
scanlines impossible
cause a variety
because
of distortions
of limited
collectively known
bandwidth.
Images as
on‘bleed’
the video
or ‘chroma
layer must
crawl’.
conform
The to
contrast
multiples
between
of 16 one
pixelsstrong
in
colourand
width
and32
another
pixels in
neighbouring
height. Theshade
uppercan
left cause
corneroverlapping
of all images
strips
on the
to appear,
video layer
or create
must
be on
a double-exposure
this grid as well. ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects.restrictions:
Audio
Because these
MHEG
effects
applications
occur across
can only
the horizontal
incorporate
scanlines
sound from
of thea
broadcast signal. Applications cannot use additional noises for user feedback.
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Platforms
ColoursCable [NTL, Telewest]
Digital

Palette: Any images should be attached to a 16-bit palette.

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and
a much higher
gamma
ThisTelewest
results a much higher contrast and
Platform
operated
by: value.NTL,
saturation
To achieve
parityJavascript,
in terms of
colour
intensity,
Set
top boxdisplay.
technology:
HTML,
with
Liberate
ext images should

Digital Cable ﬁle format: PNG, GIF or JPEG

be toned down and desaturated
Bandwidth:
High when taken from the computer to the television
screen. Path:
‘Hot’ reds and oranges
particularly
Return
High,cause
via cable
modembad distortion and pure white
and black should always be UK
avoided.
Coverage:
wide, high degree of regionalisation
Channel association:

The strongest
Storage
capability;

Yes

whiteYesused for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240
RGB
terms.is similar to a web browser. Each
Colour
restrictions: The in
cable
environment
individual graphic on the page must be indexed to 256 or fewer colours, but the

The darkest
black
used
have
a safety and displayed in
overall
page is then
modiﬁed
by ashould
transcoder
for colour

value ofof5%
or 16/16/16
in RGB terms.
thousands
colours.
There is no translucency,
but graphics can have a transparent colour assigned as on the web.
Strongrestrictions:
colour changes
along
television
variety
of distortions
Video
There
is no
access atscanlines
present cause
to theavideo
layers.
Cable applicacollectively
as ‘bleed’
‘chroma
crawl’. The
contrast
between
strong
tions
exist asknown
ﬂat HTML
pagesorand
the broadcast
video
is maintained
in one
1/16th
colour and
another
shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
screen
in the
upper neighbouring
right.
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters,
chromaThere
crawl is
can
‘ﬂares’
or glowing
edgesenvironment
around bright
Audio
restrictions:
nocause
access
to sound
in the cable
at the
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
moment.
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Navigation
In
general, television viewers pay less attention to what they are viewing than
Colours
PC
or mobile
users.
Television
a “lean-back”
ratherthan
thancomputer
“lean-forward”
Television
screens
have
a moreislimited
overall gamut
monitors and
experience and viewers ﬁnd complex interaction tiresome and irritating.
a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
Keep interfaces simple: less is more.
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
Time is also an interesting dimension of interface design. Television viewers are
screen.
‘Hot’toreds
andrich
oranges
particularly
bad distortion
pure white
accustomed
a very
visualcause
and auditory
experience.
Basic and
navigation
should
and black
should
always beresponse
avoided. times. If a viewer is left without a response
always
involve
sub-second
to a command for more than 8 seconds, they are extremely likely to switch over.

The strongest white used for television
Viewers
remote have
controlaunits
(in some
cases extensive
displayuse
should
value
of around
95% keyboards) to make
choices
within interactive
services. Good navigation is about providor 240/240/240
intelevision
RGB terms.
ing a user interface that instinctively teaches the viewer how to make the right
choices by pressing the right buttons.

The darkest black used should have a
value
of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.
In an ideal world all viewers would have the same controls available to them and
interfaces could develop a standardised visual language. However, controls
differ enormously between – and often within – platforms. The layout and
Strong colour
changes
television
scanlines
a variety
distortions
labelling
of keys
on thealong
remote
can vary,
or keyscause
can be
missingofentirely.
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
Although
have a conventional
for choosing
linear
channels,
colour andnumber
anotherkeys
neighbouring
shade can purpose
cause overlapping
strips
to appear,
they
are well
suited as navigational
toolseffect.
in interactive
applications.
or create
a double-exposure
‘ghosting’
With irregular
shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Navigation
Coloursuser journeys work best
Simple

Principles of good navigation

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and
As
we have
gained
a greater
understanding
of what
works
best for
a much
higher
gamma
value. This
results a much
higher
contrast
andthe audience
through
our
user testing,
we have
learned
thatofiTV
applications
to be
clear,
saturation
display.
To achieve
parity
in terms
colour
intensity,need
images
should
simple and quickly understood.
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television

To help, rather than hinder, the viewer, every navigational interface must
aspire to several key objectives:

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
A good exsample of this is a simple application such as Walking with Cavemen
and black should always be avoided.
which that had increased retention rates (90%) when compared with the more
complex Walking with Beasts (50%)

The strongest white used for television
display
a make
valuemany
of choices.
around
95%
The
viewershould
does nothave
want to
Good
navigation means building
aor
relationship
between a in
visual
interface
and the tools a viewer uses.
240/240/240
RGB
terms.

Tell the viewer where they are, how they got there, and where
they can go next at any time
Provide feedback every time a viewer executes a command
Teach a viewer how to use the service in seconds

The relationship is good if it supports the viewer’s goals and desires in using a
service,
and not so
good used
if it creates
additional
obstacles
to the viewer.
The darkest
black
should
have
a

Relate to larger cultural mental models and metaphors

value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Present predictable and consistent navigational devices

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

Encourage freedom of movement rather than limited
predetermined paths, and provide quick escape in the form
of an exit route, or near-instant access to full screen video

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Navigation
Colours
Good navigation will

Colours

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

higherconsistent
gamma value.
results a much higher contrast and
•a much
Provide
userThis
journeys
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should

a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and

•be toned
Aid the
viewers
in making decisions
down
and desaturated
when taken from the computer to the television

be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
•and black
Provide
clear
ﬂags and
titling
should
always
be avoided.

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white

•TheHand-hold
viewers
through
latencies
within the application
strongest
white
used
for television

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.

display should have a value of around 95%
•
Communicate to the viewers what they might expect once entering the application
or 240/240/240
in RGB terms.
•

Educate viewers as to the beneﬁt of using advanced features

EXIT

saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should

MENU

and black should always be avoided.

ACK

The darkest black used should have a
valueEnable
of 5%
or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.
•
the viewers to exit at any point through the journey

The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Navigation
Colourskeys
Colour
Television
Most
remote
screens
controls
havehave
a more
fourlimited
colouroverall
keys that
gamut
can than
be used
computer
for special
monitors
or and
a much higher
unusual
controls
gamma
withinvalue.
the application.
This resultsThey
a much
are higher
especially
contrast
usefuland
for controls such
saturation
as
changingdisplay.
video channels,
To achieve
going
parity
to full
in terms
screenofvideo,
colourpop
intensity,
up menus,
images
or for
should
be tonedbetween
jumping
down and
main
desaturated
areas of an
when
application.
taken from the computer to the television

The colour keys must appear in a horizontal line.

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black should always be avoided.
Do:
•

use Gill Sans Bold, 22 pt for text functioning as colour key prompts

strongest
usedhorizontally,
for television
•Theposition
colour white
key prompts
preferably at the bottom

display
have
a value
of around
95%
of theshould
screen, and
always
in the same
order: Red,
Green, Yellow, Blue
or 240/240/240
(from left to right). in RGB terms.
•

If a particular screen must use fewer than four colour prompts,
positions should still be maintained.

maintain the position of the colour keys even if there are fewer than

Thefour
darkest
used
should have a
used onblack
a particular
page.
ofcolour
5% or
inpossible
RGB terms.
•value
keep
keys16/16/16
as consistent as
throughout an application.
Don’t:

Strong
television
scanlines
cause that
a variety
of distortions
•
usecolour
colourchanges
keys foralong
up/down
left/right
functions
are better
suited to the
collectively
known
as
‘bleed’
or
‘chroma
crawl’.
The
contrast
between
one strong
arrow keys.
colour
and the
another
shadethan
can one
cause
overlapping
stripsare
to used
appear,
•
assign
sameneighbouring
function to more
colour
key. If they
to
or create
a
double-exposure
‘ghosting’
effect.
With
irregular
shapes
such
as
text
answer a yes/no question, use red and blue and remove green and yellow.
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Navigation
Colours
BBCi,
24/7
Television
A
loose logic
screens
governs
havethe
a more
use oflimited
colouroverall
key navigation.
gamut than
Thecomputer
speciﬁc monitors and
a much higher gamma
implementation
of thisvalue.
logic has
Thistoresults
change
a much
for different
higher applications,
contrast and but the
saturation display.
underlying
organisation
To achieve
shouldparity
be consistent.
in terms Within
of colour
anyintensity,
one application,
images should
each
be toned
colour
keydown
mustand
havedesaturated
one single label
whenand
taken
function.
from the computer to the television

The colour keys have a consistent function throughout the BBCi service

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and
. black should always be avoided.

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.

The colour keys do not change position at any time

The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

The colour keys have a consistent function throughout the BBCi service

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
The colour keys have a consistent function throughout the BBCi service
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Navigation
Colours television
Enhanced
Television
The
content
screens
structure
haveofa different
more limited
TV applications
overall gamut
varies,
thanand
computer
some have
monitors
moreand
a much higher
advanced
features
gamma
thanvalue.
others.
This
It isresults
therefore
a much
important
higher contrast
to use colour
and keys consaturation
sistenly
within
display.
eachTo
service.
achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black should always be avoided.

The blue key on e-TV is the
menu key for all aplications

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.
The blue key should always be
located on the right hand side of
the screen
Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
The red and blue key should
never be next to each other as
it will not corespond with their
position on the remote control.
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Navigation
Basic
guide to using number keys
Colours

Colours

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and
Do use
number
keys
forresults
one distinct,
kind of task
a much higher
gamma
value.
This
a muchdiscrete
higher contrast
and per service
(e.g. choosing menu items from numbered lists)
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
Do make on-screen graphics for number navigation consistent throughout
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
an entire application
and black should always be avoided.

be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television

Do position number key navigation in the same place on every screen of a

a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black should always be avoided.

The strongest
white
used for television
service where
it is available
display should have a value of around 95%
Do use Gill Sans
at an
adequate size to reinforce the BBC brand
or 240/240/240
inBold
RGB
terms.

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.

Do use black
words instead of numerals to represent number navigation
The darkest
used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

The darkest black used should have a
keys are perfect for making a choice from
value of 5% or Number
16/16/16
in RGB terms.

Do not use numerals in a typeface or size that confuses them with plain

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

fewer than 10 items. If a viewer ever needs to type
in two or more consecutive numbers, they require
feedback to see what has been entered and how to
Strong colour changesmake
alonga television
scanlines cause a variety of distortions
correction.
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the

text on the page
Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Navigation
Colours
Instructional
text
Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and
a much higher
gamma
value. This
results learning
a much higher
and
Providing
adequate
guidance
to viewers
how tocontrast
use an interactive
application
requires
an
understanding
of
how
viewers
“read”
the
television
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images
should
screen
and
a
disciplined
approach
to
consistency
in
interface
and
instructions.
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
Viewers
to ignore
text that looks like content when they are
and blacktend
should
alwaysor
bebypass
avoided.
scanning for instructions:

The
strongest
used
television
• Make
help text white
distinct from
realfor
English
– keep it short and succinct
display should have a value of around 95%
or
RGB
terms.
• 240/240/240
Use colour to makein
help
text stand
out

Remind the user how to exit or get back the application throughout the journey.

The
darkest
black
have
a RED”) if the legibility of
• Don’t
refer to
colourused
keys inshould
colour (e.g.
“Press
value
5% oris16/16/16
RGB
theof
instruction
compromised in
in any
wayterms.
• Position help text consistently throughout an application
Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
as ‘bleed’
crawl’.
contrast between one strong
•collectively
Remindknown
the viewer
how or
to ‘chroma
exit throught
theThe
services.
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
a double-exposure
effect.
With on
irregular
shapes
•or create
Consider
cross platform ‘ghosting’
instructions
ie. BACK
terrestrial
vs. such as text
characters,
crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
BACK chroma
UP on satellite

Throughout the application all instructional text is located at the bottom
of the screen

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for interactive
Television: Aspect
television:
ratio
Navigation
All BBC services must use absolutely
Colours
consistent
Television
screens
instructional
have a more limited
text overall gamut than computer monitors and
a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
The
user’s display.
goal is always
mentioned
followed
by the
action images should
saturation
To achieve
parity ﬁrst,
in terms
of colour
intensity,
that
is required
that goal.
be toned
down to
andachieve
desaturated
when taken from the computer to the television
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white

•andTo
exit,
press
BACK
UP
black
should
always
be avoided.
• To view, press SELECT

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
Keys
are always referred
to in capital letters,
or 240/240/240
in RGB terms.
by these names

If instructional text is shared between different platforms it is
important to include the relevant prompt as the user will be
looking for button mentioned in instructional text.

The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.
Write 'Press' to refer to a single key, for example
• RED, GREEN, YELLOW, BLUE

Strong
colourpress
changes
along television
cause a variety of distortions
For
more,
RIGHT/to
exit,scanlines
press TEXT
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

Note:
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
We
haveBecause
not tested
theeffects
goal/action
of the
instructional
it may of
bethe
objects.
these
occur syle
across
horizontaltext
scanlines
more consistent with the cognitive make-up of the task, and has been used for
interactive voice response telephone services designed for the last 20 years.
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Designing for Television: Aspect ratio
Colours

4 BBC branding
Colours

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and

a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and

saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should

saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should

be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television

be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white

and black should always be avoided.

and black should always be avoided.

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.

The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for
Branding:
BBC
Television:
blocks Aspect ratio
Colours
Principles

Exclusion zone

Television
The
initialsscreens
BBC and
have
theaBBC
more
blocks
limited
areoverall
trade gamut
marks of
than
thecomputer
British Broadcasting
monitors and
a much higherand
Corporation
gamma
the copyright
value. This
in results
the logoa much
belongs
higher
to the
contrast
BBC. and
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
be toned
The
BBC
down
blocks
and desaturated
must when taken from the computer to the television

• The BBC blocks must be kept free from graphics and text and separate
and distinct from other trade marks, etc.
• The minimum exclusion zone around the logo in all directions must be
equal to one-half of the width of a single block of the logo.

•screen.
be reproduced
‘Hot’ reds from
and oranges
original cause
ﬁles particularly bad distortion and pure white
•and
not
black
be changed
should always
or distorted
be avoided.
in any way
• always appear horizontally – not stacked or turned sideways
•The
not be
strongest
embeddedwhite
in text or
used
sentences
for television
•display
not be used
should
as a pattern
have ora as
value
a design
of feature
around

95%

or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
Colour
•The
The darkest
BBC blocksblack
may beused
reproduced
should
in BBC
have
blue,a white or black only.
•value
The BBC
of blue
5% reference
or 16/16/16
is Pantonein2767.
RGB
(If terms.
you are not using Pantone,
match the ﬁnal product to the Pantone reference.)
Strong colour size
Minimum
changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
The minimum size for the BBC blocks is 10mm wide for print but for
Television display the BBC must be legible.
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Designing for
Branding:
BBCi
Television:
logo
Aspect ratio
Colours
BBCi
logotype
Television
The
BBCi logotype
screens have
consists
a more
of the
limited
‘BBCoverall
blocks’,
gamut
a redthan
circle
computer
containing
monitors
the letter
and
a much
‘i’
and the
higher
‘holder’
gamma
for the
value.
circle.
ThisThe
results
‘i’ stands
a much
forhigher
‘interactive
contrast
BBC’.
and The red circle
saturation display.
represents
the red To
button
achieve
on aparity
digitalinremote
terms of
control:
colourThe
intensity,
buttonimages
that launches
should
be toned down
interactive
content.
and desaturated
The ‘holder’when
is designed
taken from
to reinforce
the computer
the BBC’s
to the
ownership
television
of
screen.
the
red ‘Hot’
button.
reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black should always be avoided.

Use of the logo type
Theprecise
The
strongest
positionwhite
and proportion
used for
of alltelevision
the logotype elements is ﬁxed and must
display
always
be should
reproduced
have
in theaset
value
relationship
of around
shown here.
95%The elements must
or 240/240/240
never
be re-drawn or modiﬁed
in RGB
in any
terms.
way.
Master
The
darkest
artwork
black used should have a
value use
Always
of master
5% orartwork
16/16/16
when reproducing
in RGB the
terms.
BBCi logotype.

It should never

be recreated under any circumstances. Always ensure you are using the correct
artwork for your application.
Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
collectively the
Printing
known
logotype
as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour
The
useand
of another
the BBCineighbouring
logotype in any
shade
printed
can cause
material
overlapping
must be strips to appear,
or create abydouble-exposure
approved
the Head of BBC‘ghosting’
New Media
effect.
Marketing.
With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
For the full BBCi Brand styleguide please refer to the BBCi brand styleguide
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Designing for
Branding:
Branding
Television:
interactive
Aspectservices
ratio
When
creating an interactive service it is important to create a seamless
Colours
experience
for the have
user atomore
makelimited
sure the
user gamut
experience
is as cohesive
as
Television screens
overall
than computer
monitors
and
possible.
The
interactive
service
should
be
consistent
with
the
linear
brand
and
a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
not
be based
on any
brand
as the
accessing
the service
saturation
display.
Toweb
achieve
parity
in user
termswill
of be
colour
intensity,
images from
shoulda
television
and not
a web
portal. when taken from the computer to the television
be toned down
and
desaturated
screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
All
BBC
interactive
should have the BBC logo included throughout the
andthe
black
should
alwaysservices
be avoided.
application to ensure the service is credited back to the BBC. Although the logo
does
need be onwhite
every screen
should have no doubt they are using
Thenot
strongest
usedthe
forviewer
television

Linear programme brand for
Test The Nation

Interactive application for Test
The Nation

Linear content brand for sport

Interactive application for
sport

No brand available (lifestyle)
because no corresponding
linear program.

Brand created for interactive
service service

an
application
provided
by the
BBC.
display
should
have
a value

of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
If brand is not available
Sometimes
an interactive
service should
is based on
content
The darkest
black used
have
a from the web and
not
linear
this case brand
from other sources can be used
value
oftelevision.
5% or in16/16/16
inelements
RGB terms.
but it is important to remember what works best for television design, so colour
will sometimes need to be tweaked.
Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
As
deadlinesknown
in television
are or
often
very tight,
theThe
brand
is not between
always available
in
collectively
as ‘bleed’
‘chroma
crawl’.
contrast
one strong
time
forand
it to
be included
in the design
interactive
service.
If this
is the case
colour
another
neighbouring
shadefor
canthe
cause
overlapping
strips
to appear,
it
important
to ensure the quality
is toeffect.
the highest
oriscreate
a double-exposure
‘ghosting’
With standard
irregular possible.
shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Basic
work station
for BBC Aspect
Interactive
televison design team
Designing
for Television:
ratio
Colours

Colours

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

Television screens have a more limited overall gamut than computer monitors and

a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and

a much higher gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and

saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should

saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should

be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television

be toned down and 2.
desaturated
whenmonitor
taken from the computer to the television
Broadcast

1

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black should always be avoided.

The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.
The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

4

1. Monitor

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white
and black should always
avoided.
3. beMac/PC

Photoshop
Illustrator
The strongest white used
for television
After
graphics)
display should have a value Effects(motion
of around 95%
Final
Cut
pro(editing)
2
or 240/240/240
in RGB terms.
Debabelizer (graphic comression and
palette creation)
The darkest black usedi-framer
should(MPHEG
have a backgrounds)

value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions

4. STB's (DSat, DTT, DCab)
To ensure application graphics display
correctly
on the
different
Strong colour changes along television
scanlines
cause
a varietySTB's
of distortions

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the

objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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Designing for Television: Aspect ratio
Contact:
For
further advice or information, or to add any
Colours
feedback
or additional
information
to this
document,
Television screens
have a more limited
overall gamut
than computer
monitors and
aplease
much higher
gamma value. This results a much higher contrast and
contact:
saturation display. To achieve parity in terms of colour intensity, images should
be toned down and desaturated when taken from the computer to the television

Vibeke Hansen

screen. ‘Hot’ reds and oranges cause particularly bad distortion and pure white

Head
Interactive
TV design
and blackof
should
always be avoided.

E-mail: vibeke.hansen@bbc.co.uk
The strongest white used for television
display should have a value of around 95%
or 240/240/240 in RGB terms.

The darkest black used should have a
value of 5% or 16/16/16 in RGB terms.

Strong colour changes along television scanlines cause a variety of distortions
collectively known as ‘bleed’ or ‘chroma crawl’. The contrast between one strong
colour and another neighbouring shade can cause overlapping strips to appear,
or create a double-exposure ‘ghosting’ effect. With irregular shapes such as text
characters, chroma crawl can cause ‘ﬂares’ or glowing edges around bright
objects. Because these effects occur across the horizontal scanlines of the
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